
Today’s theme: 



If You Want to Hear a Story 

If you want to hear a story, clap your hands  

If you want to hear a story, clap your hands 

If you want to hear a story, if you want to hear a story 

If you want to hear a story, clap your hands! 

 
… stomp your feet 

… say hooray 

… sit so still 







This is big, big, big (stretch hands far to sides) 
This is small, small, small (cup hands together) 
This is short, short, short (hold palms close vertically) 
This is tall, tall, tall (hold palms far apart vertically) 
This is fast, fast, fast (roll hands quickly) 
This is slow, slow, slow (roll hands slowly) 
This is yes, yes, yes (nod head) 
This is no, no, no (shake head)  

This is Big, Big, Big 





Roly Poly 

Roly poly 
Roly poly 
Up, up, up 
Up, up, up! 
Roly, roly poly 
Roly, roly poly 
Down, down, down 
Down, down, down! 

 
Out, out, out - in, in, in 
Fast, fast, fast - slow, slow, slow!  
 

(tune: “Are You Sleeping?”) 





Eyes open 
Eyes closed 
Wiggle your fingers 
Wiggle your nose 
Thumbs up 
Thumbs down 
Make a smile 
Make a frown 
Wiggle, clap 
Wiggle, snap 
Let your hands fly to your lap! 
 

Eyes Open, Eyes Closed 





Quietly, quietly - not a sound 
I’m listening and I’m listening 
As I look around 
No sounds as I nod (nod) 
No sounds as I tap (tap) 
No sounds as I pat my hands on my lap (tap) 
Loudly, loudly, stamp and clap (stamp and clap) 
Loudly, loudly, stamp and clap (stamp and clap) 
Loudly, loudly, stamp and clap (stamp and clap) 
All that noise - well, fancy that!  

Loud and Quiet 



Green says GO! 

Green says, “Go!” (march quickly) 
Go! Go! Go! 
 

Yellow says, “Slow!” (march slowly) 
Slow…slow…slow 
 

And red says, “Stop!” (stop and freeze) 
 

Go! Go! Go! (march fast) 
Slow…slow…slow (march slowly) 
and...STOP! (stop)  
 





Time for Shaker Eggs! 



We shake and shake and shake and stop 
We shake and shake and shake and stop 
We shake and shake and shake and stop 
We shake our shaker eggs right to the top 
Wheeeee! 
 
Freeze - to our knees! 
 
 

(tune: “Skip to My Lou, My Darlin’”) 

Shake and Stop 



You shake your shaker egg up 
You shake your shaker egg down 
You shake your shaker egg up 
And then you shake it all around 
You do the hokey-pokey 
And you turn yourself around 
That’s what it’s all about! 
 

Left and right 
In and out 

Opposites Hokey-Pokey 



Now It’s Time to Say Goodbye... 

Now it’s time to say goodbye 

Say goodbye 

Say goodbye 

Now it’s time to say goodbye 

And end our storytime! 
 
 


